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Software Design Issues in Web-based Development
George C. Philip, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, p ilip@uwosh.edu
Abstract
This paper examines some of the unique
characteristics of Web-based applications and presents
software design guidelines for improving the
maintainability and reusability of Web-based software.
The guidelines are for developing cohesive pages and
sharing data between pages and between procedures
within a page.
Introduction
With the wide-spread use of electronic
commerce, intranets and extranets, developing Web-based
applications is becoming increasingly popular in the
business world. An important issue in software
development is the maintainability of software.  Software
design is a major factor that determines the
maintainability of software.  However, there is a lack of
software design guidelines for Web-based development.
Because of the unique characteristics of Web systems,
many of the software design guidelines from procedural
programming (Page-Jones 1988) or from event-driven
programming (Philip 1998) cannot be applied directly to
Web development. This paper examines some of the
unique characteristics of Web applications and presents
guidelines for improving the maintainability and
reusability of Web-based software. The guidelines are for
developing cohesive pages and sharing data between
pages and between procedures within a page. The
examples use the syntax and terminology from Active
Server Pages (ASP) and VBScript.
Modularizing software
A basic guideline in procedural programming is
to break down large problems to smaller problems and
develop program modules that correspond to sub-
problems. This principle of functionally cohesive modules
implies that if common code appears as part of multiple
procedures, then the common code should be factored out
to form a new procedure only if the common code
represents a well-defined function (Page-Jones, 1988).
The principle of cohesive modules can be
adapted  to Web page design. Consider an organization
that has a set of labs with each lab doing different sets of
tests on its products.  The labs decided to use Web-based
forms to receive test requests from different departments.
A significant part of the information needed by the each
lab was common to all the labs.  After negotiations with
the labs, a single form was developed, containing the
common information. In addition, for some of the labs,
separate smaller forms were developed, containing only
the data that is specific to each lab. Depending on the lab
selected by the user, the form was assembled dynamically
by combining the common form with the form that is
specific to the lab. However, some of labs later identified
additional data that needed to be collected at different
locations within the common form. This was handled by
adding dynamically the necessary Input boxes to the
common form, depending on the lab selected by the user.
It also was realized that one of the labs was not included
in the original analysis. This lab needed several variations
from the common form. Soon, what was to be a form
containing common information became a patchwork of
Input boxes and code that was not easy to understand and
maintain. The basic problem was that the objects on the
common form together did not represent a well-defined
function. The common form collected information needed
by different labs as identified in the initial analysis. The
form did not collect a well-defined group of information.
It was not a cohesive form.
Consider another example where header
information, consisting of the title of the organization, the
logo and the current date, appears on multiple pages of a
Web site.  If the header is included physically in each
page, then any change in the header information makes it
necessary to change all the affected pages.  In this case,
the logo, title, and date together form a more cohesive
group of information compared to the information on the
lab request page. Hence, the header information can be
factored out to form a new page that is inserted
dynamically into each Web page where it is needed. The
chance that a change in this new page will be needed only
by some of the site's Web pages is relatively low. This is
not to say that the header will not need to be changed in
the future. If a change is required in the header, it is
highly likely that the change is needed in all the Web
pages where the header is inserted.
Thus, applying the principle of cohesion to Web
pages implies that if multiple pages contain a common set
of objects (or group of information), then the common set
of objects should be factored out to form a new page only
if the new page represents a well-defined function. We
call such a page, a cohesive page.  A cohesive page
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should have a simple, meaningful name, such as product
information, collect order data, or save feedback data.
Even when the contents of a page are not used in
multiple places, the maintainability and future reusability
of the page will be better if it is cohesive.  An example of
a non-cohesive page is the page that processes a form and
performs additional functions.  Consider an application
where the user enters information on two different forms,
form1 on page1 and form2 on page2, in sequence and the
information from both forms is saved into a database
using a third page, page3.   Except for one piece of data to
determine the composition of form2, the data entered in
form1 is not needed in page2. Since the data from a form
is accessible directly only by the page that processes the
form, it is common practice to use page2 to store the data
from form1 in session variables, though page2 has no use
for most of the data from form1. Session variables,
described later, are known in all pages during a session.
In this case, page2 is non-cohesive since the page
combines the functions of saving data from form1 and
collecting additional data from the user. This makes the
page difficult to maintain and reuse. A better approach
would be to add a new page to save the data from form1
in session variables, and use page2 only for collecting
information from the user, thus making the new page and
page2 cohesive.
Sharing data between event procedures
Another commonly accepted guideline in
procedural programming is that the use of global variables
should be minimized and that parameters should be used
to share data between modules. In addition to the problem
due to the exposure of global variables in all the
procedures, their use within a procedure makes the
procedure less reusable and makes it difficult to
understand what variables are used by the procedure.
However, in Web applications, it is not easy to share data
between web pages, or between event procedures within a
page, using parameters.
Data cannot be shared through parameters between two
event procedures or between a general procedure that is
invoked by an event procedure and another procedure that
is invoked by a different event procedure. Hence, if data
is to be shared between two such procedures within the
same page, a common approach is to use a page-level
variable, declared outside all procedures. Page-level
variables also are called global variables in Web
terminology.  Page-level variables are not as bad as the
global variables available in procedural programming,
since the scope of page-level variables is limited.
However, their use directly in general procedures makes
them less reusable and less understandable. For example,
the procedure shown below, Calc_Grade(), that is invoked
by the Click event of a button, uses a page-level variable,
gScore, directly in the procedure.
<Input TYPE = "Button" NAME = "btnGrade"
ONCLICK = "Calc_Grade()" … >
Sub Calc_Grade()
Dim lGrade as string
If gScore > 90 then lGrade = "A"
…
End Sub
A better approach would be to use page-level
variables to share data only between event procedures and
to pass the data from event procedures to general
procedures through parameters, as shown in the following




Dim lScore as integer, lGrade as string
If lScore > 90 then lGrade = "A"
…
End Sub
In the above version, although the page-level variable,
gScore, is used to share the data from another procedure
to the Click event procedure, it is not used directly in the
general procedure, Calc_Grade. Instead, it is passed as a
parameter to Calc_Grade, making the procedure easier to
understand and reuse.
If data is to be shared between procedures on two
different pages, then an option is to use session variables
that are available in all pages, but only during a session. A
session starts when a user accesses the application and
ends when the user closes the application or after a
predetermined period of time.  Session variables suffer
from many of the problems that global variables create in
procedural programming. However, the chance of
accidentally changing the value of session variables is
lower, since the syntax for using a session variable is:
Session("variable name").  Hence, a local variable with
the same name as a session variable does not change the
value of the session variable. But, again, as in page-level
variables, the use of session variables directly in general
procedures should be avoided, if possible. Instead, value
of a session variable should be passed as a parameter from
the parent event procedure to the general procedure.
These guidelines apply also when application-level
variables are used to share data between pages.  An
application-level variable is known in all pages of all
sessions.
A second option used by many to share data
between different pages is to store data in hidden visual
objects like Input boxes in a form within a Web page.
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Such data can be accessed from procedures in the page
that contain the hidden object and also from the page that
processes the form.  Thus, this method prevents programs
in other pages from changing the shared data.  But as in
the use of global variables, the use of hidden objects still
makes it difficult to understand what data is used in a
program. Further, adding hidden objects to a form makes
it difficult to understand the form in design mode where
the hidden objects are visible. If data is to be passed to
pages other than the one that processes the form, then this
method requires using hidden objects on all intermediate
pages where the data is not needed, thus making those
pages more complex. In such cases, using session
variables would be the lesser of the two evils.
Conclusion
The principle of cohesive procedures can be
applied to the design of Web pages to make them easy to
maintain and reuse.  While the use of event procedures
make it difficult to apply the software design principles of
sharing data, such principles can be applied to general
procedures used in Web pages.
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